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Sociol ical Research on Hi her education in Canada 1970-1980:

A Rvviow of Some Hain Themes in the &Wish Language Literature.

In a papef published in 1973, American sociologist Burton Clark notes

that'it was not until the 1960's that one can discern a serious sociology

of 'higher oiucatiOn ip the sense of sub-field with a steady flow of

writing and a specialty in which stud tae training, pursue it for a

number years and accept a professional 4.1 (Clark, 1973: 5). Clark's

.comments were, however, *kitten in the con t of the sociological enterprise

in the United States; andl would hesitate

reached the pcint in Canada where the sociology

called "serious "; at least inthe Rennet' An whi

status south of the border. 2'he sociology of

ggest that we have yet

of higher education can be

he defines the sub-field's

ucation, the broader sub-

field which concentrates upon the applicatio of sociological approaches

to the study of elementary, secondary, and higher education, was itself a

pretty fragile enterprise in this country until the early 1970's; and even

now most of those Anglo-Canadian sociologists who are interested in

education tend to focus upon research in the elementary and secondary

schools. Consequently, "sociologists of higher education" are rather rare

kir& in Anglish Canada. One finds them scattered here and there in

university departments of sociology, of 'education and in higher education

researct units. However, none to my knowledgehave attained reputations

for continuous research in the sub-field which would match those of

Burton Clark and Martin Trow in the United States and A.H. Halsey in

Britain.

According to Clark, the major focuslof the sociology of higher

education in than United States has rested on the study of inequality in

education beyond the high school, particularly the search for the sources



of inequality in social class, rice, ethnicity and sex az, cit.: 5). The

same pattern of study is evident here, and explains why a large proportion.

of this paper is devoted to the theme of inequality and higher education.

Beyond this s concern, the American literature has tended to focus upon

the effects of college years on the character, belief and thought of

students; upon the study of organizations of higher education, and upon

higher education as a profession. However, whilst I have overviewed some of

the English Canadian sociological literature in these areas of study also,

it proved to be rather difficult here -- given a paucity of relevant

research material -- to do much more than point the, ways in which sociological

research might well proceed from this point on. Up to the present, the

study of inequality and higher education appears to have dominated the

interests of most of those. Anglophone sociologists who are interested in

a

the post-secondary field.

Before turning to my actual review, I should make it explicit that I

intend to concentrate Lpon Canadian sociological studies in higher

education which are based either upon national data or upon research

carried out within'the predominantly Anglophone provinces.
1

am aware,

of course, that a colleague from Quebec is Presenting 'a paper covering

sociological literature on higher education in that province; and aware

also that there have been, and probably are still, some differences in

the research interests and theoretical perspectives of Wise sociologists

who pave studied education in Quebec and in other provinces and regions of

the country. For example, in 1976, the illbertan sociologist B.Y. Card

noted that there was apparently far less interest in the sociology of

education amongst sociologists and anthropologists in English Canada than

in Quebec: an observation which he supported by evidence drawn from the

1970 Directory of Sociologists and Anthropologists in Canada (Connor and

4
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Curtis, 1970) which showed that whilst I in 7 Quebec sociologists and

anthropologists listed the sociology of eduCatiozi as a specialization, the

equivalent proportions were 1:19 in Ontario, 1:17 in the West and 1:71 in

the Atlantic provinces (Card, 1976: 16-17). A somewhat more recei,t

survey (Decore, 1977) based upon the 1973 Directory shows a considerable

improvement in the proportions in Englirh Canada with about 1 in 8

sociologists and anthropologists listing the sociology of education as

.a specialization -- the same ratio as in Quebec. However, it is my

impression that Quebec sociologists, 'partly perhaps because of the

relatively close interlinkage between education and political ideology in

the province but also because of the sense of an almost4iganic inter-

connection between educational change and profound social change elsewhere

In the society which characterized Quebec during the "Quiet Revolution",

are more likely than those inEnglish Canada to give attention in their

studies to the relationship of education to 'la society globale': to the

whole society of which the educational system is a part. I would suspect

also that they tend to play a somewhat more influential role than their

counterparts elsewhere in the process of educational policy-making.2

Finallu, as a textual footnote, I should add that I have not hesitated

to include under the rubric of sociology those re/eviht studies which have

been carried out by scholars who would describe themselves as being in

"educational administration", "institutional research" or whatever.

Despite Burton Clark's definition of a "serious" sociology of higher

education, an attempt to restrict this review only to a consideration of

those Engliihslanguage studies which were carried out by professionally-

trained sociologists -- whether or not they carry an institutionally

applied "higher education" speciality_label -- would have the effect of

excluding quite a substantial part of the already limited research

I
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literature. On the other hand, however, since I have acted as "a one man

band" in preparing the review, I am certain that there are studies and

research hems which I have either overlooked or given scant attention.

A couple of the neglected research themes are indeee mentioned in the

conclusions to this paper.

I. Z.....1111Eiiher Education
3

a) Sociological Perspectives on Change in Higher Education

There are a number of theoretical approaches adopted, or preferred,

by sociologists who study educational systems, but the two approaches

which are the most relevant to an analysis of the interlinkages between

higher educatior and inequality are entitled "functionalism" and "conflict

theory". It is a general feature of functionalist theory to view society

as consisting of a relatively stable and'persistsnt structure of elements

in which each element (for'example, the educational system) has functions,

i.e. contributes to the maintenance of the society as a whole. Given this

characteristic, it is not surprising that functionalist writers have tended

to concentrate upon the task of describing the perceived functions of the

educational system in the society, and have usually considered major

educational change -- as in the case of the post-war expansion of the

Canadian post-secondary systems -- as occurring in response to the require-

ments

\\

of the polity and the economy for more highly educated citizens and

workers. Conflict theor41, on the other hand, tends to lay emphasis not

upon social integration, cohesion and stared norms (a characteristic of

the functionalist approach) but rather upon such features of social life

as conflict, coercion and the strangle for scarce, resources. *In its

major.orientation, which is neo-Marxist, the main thread of argument is

that the role of education in caNtalist society is to assist in the
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intergenerational reproduction of the becial division of labour associated

with the capitalist economy. Thus, from this perspective, the expansion

of post-secondary education is perceived as having been less a response

to the needs of polity and economy than as a means whereby a "dominant"

or capitalist class created the illusion of an increasingly open society

for all social strata without actually seriously disturbing prevailing

social inequalities in access to higher learning.

A number of Canadian sociologists (for example, Lockhart 1975, Pike

1980) have analysed the theoretical props which supported the expansion

of post-secondary education between the late 1950'a and the early 1970's.

One major theme of the 1960's amongst economists interested in education

was that the expansion of higher education was desirable because it consti-

tuted an investment in "human,capital". In essence, human capital theory

was based upon the belief that, beyond a certain stage of economic develop-

ment, further economic growth depended mainly upon technological innovation/

and, in turn technological innovation, was seen to be a product of highly

skilled and veined "brain power". Put simply, increased numbers of

educated people: were linked to increased productivity, and this support

provided by economic theory for post-secondary expansion was also to be

seen at the level of family unit and individual, in the encouragement

which it gave to Canadian parents and their children to invest more time

and money in education. Most of them did so because such an investment

was assumed to pay substAtial dividends in the form of better occupations

and higher incomes. 1126 message of "investment in self" was, in fact, an

integral part of human capital-productivity theory, and well-attuned to

the traditional North Arebrican ideology of the "open society" with is

wide opportunities for upward social mobility. Indeed, the liberal notion

of equality Of educational Opportunity with its belief that all young
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people should be provided with an opportunity commensurate with thcir

abilities irrespec*ive of their origins, locality, sex and race was

attractive to human capital theorists not simply on moral grounds, but

because the failure to eliminate those barriers to educational achievement

which arise from the inequalities of the wider social environment can be

seen as an inefficient utilization of human resources: and hence as 3

possible barrier to the potential growth of G.N.P.

The merging of economic theory and liberal doctrine during the post-

secondary expansion found support from sociological functionalists who

were, at the time, dominant in American and English Canadian departments

of sociology. Since many functionalist writers believe that social

stratification -- that is, differences in income, power and prestige

between different social groups in the society -- halo a function of

attracting the most ambitious and talented persons to the best-paid,

most prestigious occupational positions, they could certainly support an

economic doctrine (human capital) which in alliance with a moral concept

(equality of educational opportunity), appeared co offer the prospect of

an increasingly good fit between top jobs and top talents. Taken all

together, therefore, these sets of theoretical perspectives exerted an

almost irresistible pressure for educational expansion and reform. By

hindsight, we know now that many of these prevailing arguments were

flawed: that investment in human capital does not guarantee higher

national productivity, that the economic returns to individual "!nvestmoit

in self" can falls that ultimately many young people (or, more

specifically, many young mom) could decide that three or four years

spent in higher education did not compensate adequately for earnings

foregone. However, in the positive balance, the current stage of

"mass" post-secondary education means that in many provinces, almost
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one -half of the young adult population have received some measure of

exposure to education beyond the high school level.

b) Socio-Economic Status and Post - Secondary Participation

The advent of mass post-secondary education has tended to...be

associated with the notion of its democratization: namely, that the

universities and colleges have been opened to substantially greater

numbers of young people from most, or all, social strata in the society.

This notion is most probably correct, but it offers a view of growing

access to post secondary education which is not likely to satisfy the

analytic'llyminded sociologist (especially if he or she is inclined to

a conflict perspective), because there still remains a crucial question:

namely, was the expansion of pest-secondary facilities accompanied by any

significant reductions in those major differentials in social class and

regional opportunities in access to these facilities which certainly

characterized Canadipn education during the 1950's (see Porter, 1965,

Chapter ssim). This was one of the central questions which I

attempt -,d!eAnsLverlin my report on access to undergraduate education

which I wrote for the A.U.C.C. in 1970 (Pike, 1970). The conclusion

which I came to at that time, albeit on the basis of limited evidence,

was th4t there was no indication that the university expansion had been

accompanied by more than a mall increase in the participation rates of

_ -
students of lower class origins relative tc the participation of students

from the more privileged classes. Subsequent research by Canadian

sociologists such as Edward Harvey (1977e, 1977b) tends to be supportive

of this conclusion, although there are clearly some substantial metho-

&logical difficulties in cowering the social'characteristacs of

university populations over time. In other western countries, as

--,a.......a............11111.7111MMI.1.10.1.1111.1.1.daM1
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American sociologist Christopher Hurn has recently shown (1978, Chapter 4,

Passim), the picture would appear to be generally similar r for example,

in Britain, France and the United States, there is evidence that lower

class youth have increased their chances of completing high school and

going on to some kind of post-secondary education at a somewhat greater

rate than children from more priiilegod backgrounds, but -- to take the

American case -- a relatively higher proportion of the lower class

students who now enter that country's post-secondary system akpear to be

destined for the junior or community colleges'whereas the state univer-

sities, and the prestigious private institutions, continue to draw from

predominantly middle and uppe,* middle class populations (burn: 98). In

. any event, as Hurn notes, in Western European societies "there are huge

differences in the proportion of children from different social origins

who are successful in gaining admission to selective secondary schools

and to institutions of higher education. And, while we do not have

strictly comparable evidence from the United States, many studies of

school attainment in this country demonstrate that such a generalization

does not apply to Europe alone" (p cit.: 94-95).

The above observations are, of course, very general in nature, but

they do take account of those North American differences in the patterns

of academic and social selection which distinguish between admission to

universities on the one hand, and colleges of applied arts and technology

on the other. Thus, in English Cenada, there has been an accumulation of

research evidence from many provinces during the past few years which

indicates quite clearly that students who enter community colleges

straight from high school are not only likely to have somewhat lower

levels of educational attainment and academic standing than students who

enter university, but they also tend to be attracted more evenly from a
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relatively broad social gross section of the population, while universities

draw relatively heavily from middle and upper-middle class homes. (See,

notably, Dennison, 1975; Anisef, 1981; Russell, 1977-78). This evidence

indicated, therefore, that the growth of the non-university post-secondary

sector has provided new higher educational opportunities to substantial

numbers of students of lower socio-economic status who would probably not

otherwise have gone beyond high school. However, since the sector does

tend to/be-less academically prestigious than the universities, attracts

somew t larger proportions of lower class youth (and, as we shall see,

women) end is,'in some measure, preparing students for levels of the

occupational hierarchy somewhat less prestigious than those occupational

leVel traditidnally open to degree holders, the establishment end growth

of community colleges in/bothanada and the U.S.A. has been interpreted

by some radical sociologists as providing just one more mechanism for

ensuring the intergenerational transmission of ineque ity and for meeting

the evolving demands of the capitalist labour market (see ScheChter, 1977

for Canada and Bow'.4s and Gintis, 1976, for the U.S.A.). This view is

largely a matter of ideological preference, although much of the

sociological literature on patterns of access to higher learning does

emphasize the need to avoid "trapping" high school students in academic

programmes which might not enable them to qualify for university admission.

Be this as it may, it is appropriate at this point to summarize some

of the main general observations on the relationship between sociq,-

economic status and access to post-secondary education in Canada (Quebec

included in this case) by reference to the data contained in Table 1.

This Table shows the educational level of the fathers of those full-post-

secondary students who responded to the nation-wide Post-Secondary Survey

carried out by the federal government in 1974-75.

+WV
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Table 1
Educational Attainment of Fathers

of
Full-Time Post-Secondary Students: Canada, 1974-75

Fathers'
Educational
Attainment

(1)

Terminal

(2)

Transfer
(3)

Undergraduate

(4)

Educational
Attainment of
the 45 to 64

Male Population
(1975)

elementary 31.9 23.9 19.8 37.4

Some High School 29.0 21.7 23.8 25.3

Completed Nigh School 14.5 14.9 15.1 13.5

Total Elementary and
Secondary 75.4 64.5 58.7 76.2

Post-Secondary Non-
University 13.0 15.3 12.5 12.7
Some University --- 3.9 7.0 7.1 3.6

University Degfee(s) 7.7 17.2 21.7 7.6

Total Post - Secondary 24.6 39.5 41.3 23.9

Grand Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Numbers 93,195 59,437 189,275 2,113,003

This percentage includes moles with "other education or training" not
necessarily of post-secondary standing.

SOURCES: Department of the Secretary of State, Post-Secondary Student Survey
1974-75, Ottawa, 1976; and M. von Zur-Muehlen, The Educational Background of

Parents of Post-Secondary Students in Canada, Statistics Canada, Finance

Statistics Branch, 1978 (unpublIshed). The level of educational attendance of
the 45-14 male population in 1975 is based upon the Statistics Canada Labour

Force S.. vey of 1975.
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The Table needs some interpretation. The full-time students respond-

ing to the P.S.S.S. have been divided into three categories: community

college terminal students (i.e. those whose courses terminate at community

college level), community college transfer studefer (i.e. those whose

ceerses lead on to university studies), end university undergraduate

student:. The educational '.'evels attained by the fathers of students in

each of these categories is taken to constitute a reasonable indication

of overall socio-economic status, and hence are coepared with the

educational levels attained by men aged 45 to 64 years in the general

population in 1975 (column 4). The comparison reveals quite clesely that

both community college transfer students and undergraduate students are

between two and three times as likely to be drawn from the upper socio-

economic strata (that is, where the father has some university education

or a university degree) as their numbers in the total population would

appear to warrant. On the ot)-r hand, students whose fathers had only an

elementary educ on (and who are likely to be lower status in origin) are

substantially underrepresented among both transfer and undergraduate

groups. However, in contraL-t to the evidence of the continued social

st,:ectivi 1 of university-related :Wiwi, it is interesting to note rhat

community college students in terminal programmes appear to be reasonably

representative of all socio- economic categories in the Canadian

population.

Of course, ore limitation of the data in this Table is that it

excludes part -time post-secondary students, and evidence both from the

P,S.S.S. and my own research on the Ontario part-time undergraduate

population (Pike, 1978) suggest that a relatively substantial proportion

of the increasing numbers of older students who enrolled in part-time

university studies during the 1960's and early 1970's were of lower and
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1r-er middle-class origins. Anothei /imitation, though lees obvious, is

that it takes no account of other major patt'arns of inequality in access

to higher learning which, in some measure, cut across the influence of

social class factors. As a recently published longitudinal Ontario study

suggests, one of the most important of these patterns is the persistence

of the hoary, old inequality between city and countryside (Aniaef, 1980).

In this survey which commenced in 1973 and for six years followed the

careers of a substantial sample of studentsienrolled in Grade 12 in that

year, the researchers found that the proportions of the sample who

obtained some post-secondary educational experience was 74 per cent for

those living in a "big city", 67 per cent in "large cities" and ''smaller

claps" and 52 per cent of those living in "towns and rural areas" (uLt. cit.:

110). Part of the reason for this urban:rural differential in post-

secondary access could, as the researchers note, he explained by the fact

that young people from the rural areas of Ontario were more-likely to be

of lower socio-economic status than those from the cities. However, the',

was a "douole hardship" far rural students, for not only were thyy more

likely to come from al -mically disadvantaged family, but the desired

post - secondary edu7atio_:, if it were to be obtained, more frequently

required a move away from home, thereby involving an tatra expense not

require; of most urban-origin students.

c) Social Background, Higher Education and Occupational Selection

The concluding observations above auggest a need to search for the

causes of social and regional inequalities in access to higher 2 irning.

However, this is a theme, of which we will delay until a later stage of

the paper. A prior task is to move beyond the evidence of statistical

correlations between socio-economic groups and chances of admission to

a post-secondary institution in order to re,iew some of the conclusions

7
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of those sociological studies which have attempted to isolate the impact

of specific variables associated with selection in educational systems:

for example, the impact of scholastic aptitude and the type of high

school programme in which the student is enrolled. Furthermore, it is

clearly important not to take for granted that a high positive correlation

between social class backgrouk and chances of access to higher learning

indicates: as many neo-Marxian writers would suggest, that the class

structure simply 'self-recruits' from one generation to the next: that is,

differences between various socio - economic grbups in chances of going to

university and-college mean equivalent differenaes, through educational

attainment, of reaching given levels in the occupational structure, and

hence the class structure, of the society. One must, therefore, give

some attention to the relationship between social background, level of

educational attainment and occupational choice.

Ten years ago, the Canadian English-language literature on the above

topics was very thin. I would not claim that we have yet reached the stage

where we can be completely satisfied with what has been achieved in the

interim-, but certainly we do know much mere now about the corvlex nature

of the processes of academic and social selection which occur within

educational systems and, to a lesser extenteabout the linkage between

socio- economic status, educational attainment and occupational structure.

However, with the exception of Raymond Breton's monumental national study

(researched during the 1960's but published in :972) on Social and Academic

Factors in the Career Decisions of Canadian Youth, one limiting feature

of much of the relevant research is that it is Ontario-based and hence

reflects the particular educational characteristics of that province

(e.g. the continued existence of Grade 13 and the binary system of post-

secondary education). Thus, one can point to the major study of the hopes e

1 t)
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and expectations for education ,,,id work of about 9,000 Ontario high school

students, and ',000 of their perants, which was carried out by Marion Porter,

the late John Porter and Bernard Blishen in the early 1970's and subsequently

published under the *itle of Does Ndneg,Matter? (revised edition, 1979).

Then there is the prev!ous-mentioned national study of Paul Anisef and

colleagues, which under the title Is the Die Cast? provides an almost

unique longitudinal analysis of the progress of a cohort of Ontario Grade 12

students right through post-secondary education and into the workforce.

Other relevant research would include John Bdttrick's report to the Ontario

Economic Council on Who Goes to University from Toronto? (1977), and

Oswald Hall and Richard Carlton's study, also published by the 0.E.C.,

oh Basic Skills at School and Work (1977). This concentration of relevant

research in Ontario ia, in goodly part, a reflection of the concentration

of a large proportion of the Anglophone sociological community in the

province, and also in come degree of the willingness of various Ontario

government bodies to fund sociosogical research related to education and

career choice. But hilit there hive been some studies of a similar

nature elsewhere -- for example, the survey of the post-secondary plans,

aspirations and profile characteristics of some 2,200 Grade 12 students

in Manitoba carried out bp C. Neil Russell, et. al. (1977-70) -- there

would clearly be much to be gained scholastically if detailed studies

,f la Porter and Anisef, which might allow for comparisons with the con-

clusions of the various Ontario studies, were to be carried out elsewhere

in English Canada. Currently, there is some dang.w in simply extrapolating

from the Ontario research to cover social and academic processes of

selection, choice and attitude formation which may exist in other provinces

and regions (e.g. the Atlantic provinces with their relatively low per

capital incomes, .tronq rural traditions and limited employment opportunities).

It;
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)--After this lengthy introductory statement, I turn now tea brief over-

view cf son.: of the major research conclusions of these and other studios.

The overview is made in .he form of a series of numbered sections, and

attempts to trace the major social and intellectual factors influencing

seduction, choice and attitude formatign at various stages of the

educational system and entry to the workforce.

1. .71s we have seen, the concept of "equality of eddCitional

opi,ortnnity" points to an ideal state of society (probably unat inoble)

in which ascribed characteristics such as social class origins, race (r

gender play no part in influencing educational epportunitius and choices.

Presumably than, if such a "meritocratic state" were to be achieved, only

native intelligence, scholastic aptitude and innate motivation would dett,r-

mine an individual's level of educational attainment. Currently, 11_,wevtr,

whilst mental ,11.)14.L.ty and school performance do certainly ,,lay an impert,nt

1.art in influencing educational choices at the'high school and pest-

seeendary admission stages, the available evidence suggests that asczibed

factors -- notably, rapidly background -- play a part which is not much

less important. For example, the Porter study found that, although there

w..s a tendAcy for the most mentally able students also to be also.drawn

disproportinately from upper class homes (i.e. where the parents are

,professionals with relatively high incomes), there were in

absolute numbers many more young people in the top third of mental ability

who were lower class in origins than were to be found amongst the upper

closses." Yet, among the Grade 11 high mental ability students covered in

survey, 82 per cent of those of higher socio-economic status expected

to continue to Grade 13 (and thence, in most cases on to university) whilst

only 59 per cent of the lower class students in the same ability range

expected to get that far (for most of the _est, the choice was immediate
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employment or entry to a C.A.A.T.). This percentage -- 59 per cent --

contrasts vividly with the 73 per cent of the low merLal ability, high

SES students who expected to stay in school' until after Grade 13. The

finding of relatively low educational expectations amongst intelligent,

low-class youth, is underlined by John Buttrick's conclusion that about

one-half of Metro Toronto's academically talented youngsters do not

actually reach Grade 13, and that most of the academically apt students

who do not reach this level come from poor families (Buttrick: 4 and 95).

2. Porter et. al. assume that high mental ability students have the

capacity for university work although they may not have the necessary grads

to be admitted, and they may r.,t Ze particularly Interested An learning (cc.

cit.: 64). There is, therefore, something of 'a slip twixt cup and lip'

between mental ability test scores and actual educational performance and

interests: and indeed we know, from the Porter study that one very gotx1

reason why substantial numbers of bright lower-class youth did not expect

to remain in school until after Grade 13 was that they had already enrolled

in one of the four year academic, commercial or technical high school

programmes which lead either on to employment or to further education at

a C,A.A.T. (but not, like the five year prograeme, immediately on to a

university). The choice of specific programmes of stu'w by high school

students is certainly linked to their levels of mental ability -- for

example, in the Porter study, the proportions of students of high mental

sbility who were enrolled in the four year programmes ranged from just

program choice (az. cit.: 74). Similar findings, based-on national

0

SES categories were 28 per cent and 62 per cent respectively s

but amongst students of low mental ability,, the proportion for the two

4 per cent of those of high SES down to 23 per cent of these of low SES,

this some example shows, SES is also very important in determining
A

mme

but, a
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data, were obtained by Breton (1970; 24).

Since mental ability is linked to choice of programme of study, it

follows that the so-called "academic Stratification system" of the high

\
school (that is, its various academic programmes and tracks) has, as one

of its functions, the establishment of some kind of balmece between mental

ability and educational ambition; that is, the brighter students tend to

enter programmes of study which, because of their linkage to university

admission, encourage high educational ambition and achievement, and the

less bright students tend tc enter employment or community college-linked

programmes which mey lead them to accept more modest educational goals.

However, because the academic stratification system-of the high school as

also, in some measure, a social stratification system, this function of the

"regulation of ambition" may well extend dampening down the educational

lspirdtions of those laisl__]t lower class students who tend, in relatively

large numbers, to enrol in programmes which do not qualify them for univor-

sity admission. This point is made strongly by Porter et. al. who refer

to the impact of the academic stratification system of the high school on

lower class Ontario youth as "disastrous" because it appears to dampen

considerably their educational ambitions (mt. cit.: 74). Not unrelated,

Anisef et. al. paint to the fact that, in Ontario, students living in

small towns and rural areas are far more likely than those living in

large towns and cities to choose technical and commercial over academic

high school streams (a factor which may help to explain their low univer-

sity :articipation) whilst females are more likely than males tc enter

_Icademic and commercial streams, but are negligibly represented in

technical programmes (91E cit.: 59).

3. Whilst there is abundant evidence of a linkage between socio-

economic status, choice of type of hi;h school programme and decisions
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pertaining to post-secondary education (i.e. whether to go on to university

or college and, if so, which type of post-secondary institution), there is

aiso some evidence that the impact of socio-economic status is attenuated

once the student actually enters a post-secondary institution. For example,

in Pascal and Kancwitch's review of studies of student withdrawals from

Canadian universities, the conclusions of the limited research carried-out`-

on the relationship between socio-economic background and student withdrawal

are ambiguous to say the least, but -- if anything -- they suggest that

students from low income areas may be Liss likely to withdraw than those

from higher income areas (1979: 27). More concretely, the Anisef study

indicates that the status level of first and subsequent occupations obtained

by the respondents in their Ontario sample (status, that is, as determined

by such factors as income and occupational prestige) was largely determined

by the post-secondary credentials achieved. Thus, in the author's words,

"We showed that high socio-economic status facilitates university attendance.

However, once university graduation has been achieved, whether an individuel

has a higher or lower SES background is of little further consequence:

university graduaax in general tend to obtain high-status and well-paying

occupations" (op. cit.: 226).

The indication that, in Ontario at least, students' socio-economic

korigins no longer have much direct impact on educational and occupational

opportunities once post-secondary education is 3ctuaily underway, raises

some interesting questions about the nature of the linkages between

higher education and social stratification in English Canada. First of

all, one might well wonder whether the sale attenuation of the impact of

socio-economic status would be found in provinces wh.,-h admit students to

university from Grade 11 or Grade 12, because Grade 13 in Ontario acts as

2n additional academic barrier to university education: that is, one

which presumably will be surmounted only by those lower-class students
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who ',have sufficient ability and motivation to have overcome the limitations

imposed by their social origins. Secondly, even if it were to be found that.

the Ontario conclusions are not paralleled in all other provinces, it is

stall probable that the relatively academically selective nature of univer-

sity education in this country (compared, for example, with the wide ranie

of public and private degree-granting institutions in the U.S. catering to

A wide range of ability levels) does not allow so easily for the intrusion

cf .,ocic-economic influences into academic performance, at the university

level. More specifically, when a university Or college maintains an 'open

door' or liberal admissions policy and specifically attempts to cater --

as some Ame-ican institutions have done -- to the academic needs of lows

class, minority grout: youth with limited academic credentials, the imp,:ct

of socio-economic origins on academic performance and ultimately upon

occupational opportqnities, is likely to be quite apparent.
--eee

Third, and related to the above comments, there is no clear evidence

in English Canada of a clearly defined institutional prestige hierarchy of

Canadian universities which is linked to class structure of the wider

society. Thus, it is generally recognized that the private and expensive

American Ivy League institutions draw a high proportion of their students

from wealthy homes, and that attendance at these institutions constitutes

a symbol of prestige (and a source of useful contacts) which helps to

maintain, and strengthene the class position of their graduates. Again,

some rzestigious state universities such as Michigan and Berkeley, are

high above the bulk of state "mass" institutions in terms of resources

and esteem (see Mayes, 1977). In Canada, given the essentially public

nature of the universities and the predominantly regional and provincial

character of their clienteles, an equivalent national hierarchy has not

developed. However, one does recognize that in a province with a sub-
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stantial number of universities (e.g. Ontario), some are generally regarded

by students :'id faculty as having a more substantial academic reputation

than others.

Finally, and notwithstanding the foregoing observations, it is very

likely that in Canada, as is the case in other western countries, the

decision to enter particular programmes and faculties within a university

is linked to socio-economic background: for example, medical students tend

to be recruited from well-off professional families (not least because there

is ,a substantial measure of self-recruitment to the medical profession), and

students in educational faculties have tended to traditionally to come fror

somewhat less well-off homes. It follows, therefore, that the existence of

3 "social stratification" system within the university may well be linked to

recruitment into professional and managerial occupations which, although all

generally classified as 'high status', do actually differ considerably in

terms of income and prestige. This is a topic which is worth exploring

further. So also is the nature of the interlinkages which have been shown

to exist between attendance at one of a number of exclusive fee-plying

private schools, graduation from one of a small number of older Canadian

universities -- notably, McGill and the University of Toronto -- and ultimate

membership in one of Canada's major elite groups (see notably, Clement,

1975).

4. Whilst the influence of socio-economic status appears tv be

attenuated at the post-secondary level, the infiaience of gender is

apparent at all stages of the educational system and also in the sphere

of occupational choice. For example, as already noted, girls tend to

be found in academic and commercial high school programmes but rarely in

technical programmes. Again, amongst the respondents to the Statistics

Canada Survey of Graduates in 1976 (a survey whicifexcluded Quebec), about
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twice as many wreen as men graduated with one or twe-year college diplomas

whilst, on the other side of the coin, at the master's degree level,

female recipients were outnumbered by mules 2 to 1, and at the doctoral

level the ratio was 5:1 (Devereaux and Rechnitzer, 1980). Finally, whilst

the numbers of women and men who had receiveu bachelor's or first pro-

fessional degrees was nearly equal -- an indication or the substantially

increased participation of women in undergraduate study during the past

two decades -- women college and university graduates tended to be employed

in a relatively narrow range of occupations (notably, the health field,

teaching and clerical work) and earned, on average, about 15 per cent less

than males in the same occupational field who had the same level of

education and were in full-time employment (mt. cit., passim). In reviewing

similar income-differentials data derived from the Highly Qualified Manpower

Survey of 1973, Bill Ahamad et. al. suggested that these differentials may

be due to any, or all, of three sets of factors: interruption of women's

careers for family reasons, the likelihood that, in a few occupational

fields -- though not generally -- women may work shorter hours than men,

and finally employer discrimination (off cit.: 109). They did not,

however, analyse the discrete impact of these factors in any detail.

A

d) Seciel Causes and Sociologists' Reactions

The foregoing emphasis upon inequalities in educational and

occupational opportunities might strike some readers as misp1lcod. After

111, instead of emphasising the fact that the offspring of well-educated,

professional parents have a disproportionately high participation in

university education, I cArld have noted that, according to Table 1, about

20 ,7ar cent of full-time undergraduate students come from families where

the father has obtained only an elementary education. Similarly, rather
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than pointing to the relatively low education-11 expectations of many bright

lower class children, I might have stressed that about 35 per cent of the

mentally able, lower class Grade 12 students in the Porter et. al. survey

expected to go on to university after completing high school studies

(korter: 69). Why then have I not placed my,emphasis on the extent to

which there is opportunity for intergenerational soci21 mobility th-cu:i7h

the educational system in English Canada? The reason lies in the fact that

the traditional ideology of North America, supported quite strongly by

many functionalist writers, has always emphasised the theme of an "cpe.n

society ". whereas recent sociological research in the field has been at

pains to demonstrate that English Canadian society is far from being a

meritocracy open without stint to the most talented. The die is not

entirely'cast for lower class children, or fur women, but it is evident

that ascribed factors do strongly influence patterns of motivation and

educational and occupational choices (see Anisef: J63). More concretely,

since cur society still pays homage to the concept of &quality of

educatinal opportunity, it is of some importance tc seek to understand

the nature :f the social factors which act as barriers to the higher

education of many talented young people.

To pursue this issue of social causation, I should mention that a

number f Anglophone sociologists have undertaken research into the causes

cf social class differences in educational motivation and behaviour. In

particular, much attention has been given to the formation of educational

aspirations and sociologists such as Trevor Williams (1972) and

Sid Gilbert (1977) have explored the complex interrelationships which

exist between young people's aspirations, their social origins and such

variable as scholastic achievement, self-concept of ability and programme

of study.
5 Similarly, Raymond Breton's nation-wide survey of the career
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decisions of Canadian youth (sal. cit.) demonstrates that, even when mental

ability rank is controlled, lower status Anglophone students tend to

consider themselves less intelligent than those from more advantaged

,families, and have a weaker Sense of personal control over their futures

(Breton, 9 cit.: 143-144). Abreover -- and I find this to be particularly

significant -- when lower status students do have an attitude of fatalism and

anxiety about the future, this attitude appears to make them far less certain

about planning to complete high school than is the case with higher status

students who feel the same way about the futUre (Breton: 147-148). It is

probable, therefore, that parental pressures and expectations function

keep higher status students in the school system, even though they may not

have very positive views of their future prospects, whereas such pressures

and expectations are less likely to be present in the lower class home.

In the view of many sociologists, the types of educational attitudes

outlined above are deeply embedded in the class structure of a socially

and economically unequal society. Hence, since these attitudes are not

likely to be amenable to significant change through traditional polici-

of educational reform, it follows that the achievement of greater equality

of educational opportunity must rest less on further educational reforms

than on attemptP to achieve a greater measure of equality in the wider

society of which the educational system is a part (or greater "equality

of condition' as it is sometimes referred to). Indeed, an extreme

position held by some ni_o-Marxists is that most educational reforms are

placebos offered by the capitalist class in order to prevent the rise of

social discontent -- and hence such reforms are deemed useless (or worse),

since the only real solution to educational inequality is seen te lie in

the overthrow of capitalisth in favour of a more egalitarian social order.
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However, a less extreme position is that educational reforms should proceed,

provided that it is recognized that the pursuit of greater equality of

educational opportunity is made much more difficult by the existence of

substantial inequality of condition and provided also that (since there is

little evidence that the expansion of secondary and post-secondary oppor-

tunities during the past twenty years has significantly reduced the unequal

distribution of material resources or the proportion of poor eeople in

Canadian society), it is understood that greater equality of educational

opportunity cannot be viewed as a general solution to the pi-Widens of the

-socially disadvantaged.

As e textual footnote to the above observations, I should mention

that the late John Forter, to whom sociology in this countee owes so much,

came to a general acceptance of this less extreme position over the course

of twenty years of roseercttdevoted mainly to exploring various aspects of

inequality in Canadian society. Thus, although his earlier educational

writings tended to fit rather well into the general 'human capital -

functionalist' perspective& of the period, the book Does Money Matter?

(first published in 1973) makes clear that Porter and his colleagues had

come to believe that equality in education could not be truly achieved

without moving toward a more equal society, one which they felt would have,

to be brc'ught about through greatly reduced income differentials or a much

more progressive income tax (oe. cit.: 1 ). t the same time, however,

it is one of the m-2jor themes of the book that the substantial gae

between the educational aspirations of lower class Ontario youth and their

lower, and presumably more realistic, expectations were partly to he

explained by the existence of financial barriers which prevented their

access to university, the authors offered a series of suggestions fcr

eelicy reform, including the founding of the Ontario Student Aid Progranme
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more firmly upon the principles of accessibility, equality and viability

(9,4a cit.: 155). More recently though, in two lectures which he delivered

at York Unive-sity in 1977, and which were devoted to the theme of

"Education, Equality and the Just Society", Porter ended by concluding that

"so far educational reforms of the twentieth century have failed in their

task of promoting equality of either condition or opportunity..." (Porter,

1979: 278-279): a hard conclusion for a scholar who had devoted so much

previous effort to formulating liberal proposals for educational change.

His reassessment of his own earlier position was, nonethe'ess, fairly,tyz,idal

of the declining optimism displayed amongst sociologists for what used to

be callee "the promise of educational reform".

e) Suggestions for Further Research on Stratification am, higher Education

As I have already mentioned, there is a general need for the repli-

cation in other provinces and regions of the mtjor studies on socio-

economic status anu educational opportunities already carried out in

Ontario. Hovev-r, some other fruitful areas for research boTh in Ontario

and elsewhere would include fist, the study of socie-economic background,

gender and patterns of programme choice within institutions of higher

learning, and the study of alternative modes of post-secondary education

with particular reference to the roles of community colleges beth as

channels for the facilitation cf inter-generational social mobility and

as agencies for the strengthening and legitimation of existing class

barriers. Ayiin, the evidence from .:he Anisef study on rural-urban

differences in edu..stional opportunity, leads me to suggest that more

attention should be given to the part which "feeder colleges" and distance

learning institutions such as the Open Learning Institute of British

_l'olumbia (which now draws the greater part of its students from outside
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the Vancouver area) may play in facilitating access to higher learning

for rural youth and adults.

In addition to the above suggestions for research in the field,

there are three other areas ripe for investigation which magnt be apero-

priatelg mentiened at this point: --

First of all, the last decade has seen a substantial relative decline

in the willingness of governments to fund post-secondary education: a

zetreat from the "God of Human Capital" which was sc important in the

stimulation of post-secondary expansion during the 1960's. Very often,

however, wher queried about these financial cutbacks, provincizl govern-

ment spokesmen cleeLm that the public is no longer prepared to grant pest-

secondary education a plac, of high priority amongst spending alternatives:

indeed, that the public has lest some faith in the value of hither ltelrning.

The problem is, ef course, that statements of this kind are difficult tc

confirm or refute because political scientists and sociologists have not

paid very much attention (and should certainly ray more) to the nature and

formation of public attitudes tomIrds post-secondary 6-4ucatien in English

Canade.. A netable exception tv this neglect is, nowever, the study

carried out by Andrew Hughes for the Atlantic Institute of Education (1979)

rhich surveyed the attitudes toward post-secondary education of 1,163 adult

Mae. Limers.
6 Fe. example, this survey reveals that most people in the

Maritime regi.m have a generally favourable attitude towards pest-secondary

education, a clear noticn of which areas cf study within higher education

are "more im:?rtant" or "less important" in their eyes, and would nct wish

to sue eublic expenditure reduced at any educatic_:a/ level. On the ether
a

hand, in the pricrity of government fundi,.: of selected social programmes,

the public ranked post - secondary education below public schooling, health
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and medical care and job creation programmes, and on a par with regional

development and consumer protection (sez. cit.: 34). Of course, since

these Maritimers' priorities must reflect, in some measure, the ear.icular

economic circumstances of the Atlantic region, it would be interesting to

see whether similar surveys carried out, say, in Alberta or British

Columbia would reveal the same kinds of attitude structure.

Secondly, as I noted earlier, there is now evidence that numbers cf

young men have decided that the decline in the economic returns to

university education do not compensate adequately for three or four years

cf earnings foregone. More specifically, based on the 18-21 age group,

the 1:articipaticm rate of males in full-time undergraduate education

declined from 21.3 per cent to 19.0 per cent between 1973-74 and 1978-79,

whilst the rate for women rose from 14.2 per cent to 16.0 per cent. At

the non-university, post-secondary level, participation rates for males

were the same in 1978-79 as five years previously (12.8 per cent based

on 18-21 age -roup), but the rate for women again roue, from 11.5 per cent

tc 13.7 per cent (Statistics Canada, 1980, Table '3)- The main implication

of these percentages is, I would suggest, that numbers of ycunj men who

would probably have gone on to universit if they had graduated from high

school during the optimistic days of the 1960's no longer do so. However,

a iociolagist, I em bound to wonder whether these "stay outs" have

,articular secially ascriptive and intellectual characteristics: for

trample, does a perceived decline in the economic returns to university

edA3tiun tend to be particularly discouraging to able young men frum

lower income families? I know of ne Canadian sociological research which

has sought tL find the answers to this kind of question, but clearly such

research would be valuable. The evidence from the United States where it

has recently been estimated that between 1971 and 1976 about 250,000 males
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were "lost" to the universities and colleges, shows a drop in the high

college participation rates of white males from affluent families, and

a larger drop in the already smaller participation rates of white males

from families cf modurate means (Geiger, 1980).

Finally, since the top_ is closely related to them themes of social

stratification and power (as well as to sociological research in t12..: field

of formal organizations), I should point to the very limited English

language research on the social characteristics and attitudes of those

individuals who form the Boards of Trustees and Boards of Governors of our

postsecondary institutions. I am aware, of course, of A.S. Konrad's study

of community college trustees in Alberta, British Columbia and selected

Quebec institutions (1977) which shows them to be overwhelmingly male,

professional, financially weifiloille and usually members of the political

party which is in A er provincially. Also, in a 1974 survey of the Boards

of Governors of eight Ontario eniversities, J. Barkans and Norene Pepe

found that about 40 per cent or these governors were members of the.

Canadian economic elite, holding directorships in large Canadian companies

(1978). These research findings give radical sociologists the kind of

ammunition that they think is needed to "prove" that Canadian higher

education, laYg business and politics are all in tha same ideological bed

together. However, although there is some evidence that trustees of the

public and private v-iversities in the United States are not only over-

whelmingly white, protestant and late middle-aged but also highly conser-

vative in their attitudes to such matters as the screening of campus

speakers and the rights of faulty to public bargaining (see Simon, 1980),

we neaa far more thorough and detailed Canadian research on the n2ture of

our "governing academic elites" before we can judge whether or not these

governors are the most appropriate persons to make major decisions of the tp
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which w-11 enable universities and colleges to adapt swiftly to the rapidly

changing social environment of which they form a part.

II. ThEIftydeficationalearIizations

a) Formal Organizational Research

In contrast to the English language sociological research on higher

education and social stratification, the sociological study of educational

organizations, including universities and colleges, has hardly begun in

this country. Indeed, in the area of formal organizations -- namely, the

study of bureaucracy, control systems, authority structures and goals in

English Canadian institutions of higher education -- the kind of research

which gives some attention to sociological theory end concepts is negligible

in quantity. One notable oasis in this desert is the organizational over-

view by Canadian sociologists Edward Harvey and Jos. Lennards, of whrt

they call "The 7niversity in Crisis" (1973). Another is the study of

S. Dasgupta, et. al. on campus and community attitudes toward the Univer-

sity of Prince Edward Island and its goals (1975). Finally, mention

should be made of the doctoral thesis by Alberta sociclogist R.S. Pannu

which focusses upon a case study of institutional change in university

governance with special reference to faculty participation and conflict

in the early organizational devel,_ment of the University of Lathbridge

(1973). Pannu `s major theoretical thrust, also utilised in a more

general framework by James Hartmann (1974, 1977), is based upon the

argument that attempts to understand institutional change in the univer-

sity setting should concentraee less on problems of efficient goal attain-

ment, technical rationality and organizational survival and re're upon

struggles for power of various competing groups of administrators,

faculty members and students. In the light of the internecine faculty

struggles which appear to have accompanied the creation of the Uhiversit

31
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of Lethbiedge (are which Pannu outlines in substantial detail), I am not

really surprised that his dissertation has, so far, remained unpublished!

In Hartmann's view, there are two major contending models cf univer-

sity erganizltion:- the epistemologItal and the political (1974, passim) .

The former emphasizes the pursuit of truth and knowledge and tunes to

appaar in the idealistic preambles of university five-year development

plans.
7 The latter reflects the presence of conflict and power struggles,

and is far more commonly the model used by sociologists such as Pennu.

These two models cannot. Hartmann believes, be reconciled because they

are, in a sense, "alternate languages, either one of which is eepropriete

to some situations but inappropriate to others" cit.: 27). However,

in a subsequent paper (1977), he focusses centrally upon change and

conflect in the university, and notes that there are miny forces at work

in institutions of higher learning which contribute to the generation

conflict. Amongst these forces are, first, those associated with

student protest; secondly, those associated with tensions which lie in

the contrast between the demands of professional personnel for individual

autonomy and academic freedom, en the one hand, and the need for organi-

zational efficiency, control eel accountability, on the other; third,

departmental and*faculty disputes about the distribution of scarce

resources. This latter type of conflict is one which is likely tU be

.associated with contemporary low growth rates in higher education linked

to increased financial constraints. Indeed, the following two, cammente,

one drawn from a paper by the eminent American sociologist Martin Trap/

which looks at the implication of low growth rates for higher education,

and the ether from a paper by .7. McCallum Vickers wile, from the standpoint

of a C.A.U.T. official, looks at the changing roles of professors and

university administrators in this country, illustrate well the conflicts
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and tensions which may emerge from the battle for scarce resources:

... the studies of reference group behaviour in many areas of

life show that a sense of relative deprivation can be a sharp

source of discontent. The slowly dawning realization that one's

university, one's department is not going to make the first

division, will not have the resources or the students or the

encouragement from public authorities to become another "world

class" institution, can lead to a sense of frustration and

resentment" (Trove, 1976: 389).

And again:

"In concrete terms, the potential and real value conflicts are

ev.::dent. For me, the b6st example was a discussion concerning

the curtailment of programmes which were "academically sound'

and "central to any university worthy of the name" but which

were "understudented" or low on the FTE (full-time equivalent)

index ... These are conflicts of values and lie between two sets

of operating rules concerning how decisions ought to be made.

The conf'icts between what has been called economic rationality,

on the other hand, and the wisdom of rational discussion which

does not end until consensus is achieved, on the other, are

frequent" (McCallum Vickers, 1979: 73).

Admittedly, there is something of the traditional faculty-

administrator tension in McCallum Vicker's example, but it is evident

that discussiaa about the curtailment of programmes is only likely to

arise when institutional budgets become tight. By the samt, token, of

course; a declining institutional budget tends to be associated with a

deci;nc in the real income of the professoriate and, in turn, with the
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growth of faculty collective bargai ±ng. The acc,ptancC of collective

bargaining by many professors may, besides monetary concerns; demonstrate

the professoriate's growing "... feeling of powerlessness, the perception

that Senates were being reduced to symbolic and often manipulated legiti-

mizers and the belief that professors must retain 4 real role. in institu-

tional decision-making" (McCallum Vickers, op. cit.: 75): but here again,

collective bargaining is linked to power-seeking and conflict within the

university and college and tends to create uneasiness amongst those

academics,who doubt its compatibility with the values of academic freedom

and individual autonomy (see Scarfe and Sheffield, 1977).

It is hopefu: g fairly evident from the above brief review that I

would tend, to emphasize the importance of initiating sociological research

which focusses upon institutional change and organizational conflict in

English Canadian higher education, with particular consideration being

given to those potentials for conflict (although also indeed for

cooperation) which has arisen as a result of the relative "hard tines"

which have befallen on universities and colleges during the past decade.

In the United States, this issue has -- as we have seen -- engaged the

interest of sociologists of the calibre of Martin Trow. Also, one can

point to the earlier major study by J. Victor Baldrid;e, Power and Conflict

in the University Research in the Sociology of Complex Organizations

(1970). However, lest it should be believed that my view of organizational

research in the Canadian university and college is totally dominated by

the sociological "blinkers" of power, confrontation, and conflict, let me

further draw attention to the important overview of decisive issues in

higher education which, based upon national studies of the higher

educational system of twelve countries including Canada, ws published by

the International Counci2 for Educational Development in 1978 (Clark Kerr,
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et. al., 1978). This volume, although much of it is not explicitly

sociological, fOcusses upon suee themes as co-ordination, innovati(n and

flexibility within higher educational systems and organizations: and,

therefore, acts as a useful counter-balance to the rather dominant conflict

perspective.

III. Student Attitudes' Values and Behaviour

Burton Clark's overview of the sociology of higher education in the

Unzted States (op. cit., 1973) provides a useful shorthand account of

some of the major American studies on student attitudes, values and

behaviour which had been carried out during the previous couple cf decades.

At the time he. was writing, the waves of articles and books dealing with

the campus unrest of the 2960's were just beginning to sub#de. However,

whilst many of these students protest studies were, as Clark nctes, "lcri;

cn ideology and short on research" (op. cit.: 61, there were other

studies based on a more solid research foundation which attempted tc, lomk

closely at campus life in its non-violent, and non-militant, manifestations,;

and notably at types of undergraduate sub-cultures and students' erientati:n

towards making the academic grade. Amongst the most important of tht.-..s.

latter studies, one may point to the study by Howard Becker and others of

student attitudes toward academic work and achievement at tne

Kansas (1968), and the series of essays on the social psycholeey of h2clIcr

education edited by Keraeth Feldman (1972). Across the Atlantic, Joan
A

AbbcWe monumental study of the influence of social class factors en th,

family life, social relations and attitudes of students at three British

universities was published in 1971. It was probably not coincidental, of

course, that so many cf these solid sociological studies were undertaken

during the period of university expansion and student unrest: at a time,

that is, when professors and administrators as well as research investigators
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became interested, for quite partial reasons, to ascertain "how students

tick".

One gains the impression that the past few years of slow growth in

higher education, coupled perhaps with the reduction of protest on

campuses in western nations, has led to some parallel reduction in

research interest in student attitudes and Behaviour. However, tnis

impression does not have much relevance to eeciological research in

this field in English Canada for the very gc.od reason that, as IS tie case

with sociological research into the organization of higher education,

even the post-secondary expansion of the 1960's stimulated no substantiel

flow of research on Canadian campus life or student atcitudes. In 1973,

for example, Edward Harvey and Jos Lennards devoted the large part of e

review essay on "The University as an Age 4t of Attitude Change" to

commenting upon relevant American studies on the effectiveness of the

university as a teacher of liberal-arts values. Since corresponding

studies in this country could not (and cannot) be found, the authors

offered some general observations on the reasons why the conclusions of

the U.S. research might not be applicable to Ontario/ and also numerous

suggestions for appropriate lines of study on student and faculty

attitudes in the provincial universities (Harvey and Lennards, 1973,

passim). Sed to say, their suggestions for research do not appear to

nave been yet taken up by fellow sociologists, but their observations

on some differences between American and Ontario universities were

rather similar to those made earlier in this paper. Thus, they noted

that Ontario universities lacked the wide spread of institutional prc,sticr.:,

differences which influence the recruitment patterns of both fality and

students in American higher education (and hence which led to wide

v-riations in the collective attitudes of students in different institutional
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settings). Similarly, the province does not contain the r2nge of specialized,

single-purpose organizations which characterize university education south

the border (e.g. liboral-erts colleges, junior colleges, professional

c,:hools), but rather has focussed upon the establishment and maintenance

of multi-purpose in.C.itutions (op. cit.: 42-43).

From f::regoing observation, the reader might be led to believe

that studies on campus life and student attitudes in Angle-Canad:2 are

tabula ras:. Well, almost -- but not quite. There are, fortunately,

small number of doctoral theses and instituticnal studios which throw

some light upon the academic as s of student life and, to a lesser

extent, upon student social participation. Perhaps the most valuable of

these is the doctoral thesis of Gordon P. Meyers which explored student

strategies for adaptation in the academic sphere at the University of

Calgary (Unoiversity of Toronto, Ph.D., 1979). Meyers based his participant

J,servotion and survey questimnaire research fairly closely upon Howard

Becker et. al.'s University of Kansas study (op. cit.), and came tc some

rather similar conclusions. In a nutshell, he found that amongst arts

and sci_nce undergraduates at the University of Calgary then,' exists a

dominant student perspective characterized by a major emphasis upon the

achievement of g cd gracks (rather than learning Der se), and a cerrespcndin

emphasis upon patterns of behaviour which are appropriate to the attain-

ment cf this crodentilist goal. Thus, Calgary uAdorgraduatest genairal

intericti_n with faculty can be characterized as "low risk" behaviour:

they t;'nd tc be polite end reserved in class, to Undertake actions

which will make them agreeable to the instructors (but not to become very

friendly which tends to be perceived as "cheating"), and to withdraw,

when y can, from courses in which there was a high risk of failure or

a low grade (Meyers, passim). In short, in contrast to the humanistic
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model of the university as a place where students may become deeply

involved in their surrounding academic and social environment, the Meyers

study provides a somewhat depressing dose of social reAlity: "... I did

not get the idea", he notes, "that students had plans for development

beyond career matching and maintaining a low risk, convenient undergraduate:

experience" (9,E. cit.: 37). And again, "The long term goals of the

student, in addition to career preparation, are undertaken in tandem with

non-academic goals -- particularly a conformity to behaviour of typical

middle-class norms such as maintaining pleasant relations, and seeking

low-risk ventures. Students also seek a balance, or at least a private

side of life, that may have very little to do with being a student. The

desire to have this, for the majority of students, suggests that the

academic life is not engaging in either time or energy, nor dc the non-

academic activities of the university seam important
experiences" (op. ci t.:

324).

The evidence from Meyers' study that university students find various

academic strategies to cope with their work is supported by Oswald Hall

and Richard Carlton's small-scale survey of high school students going on

to university in the Ontario community of "Alberttown" (1977). These

authors found, for exaeple, that the students whom they interviewed at

" Alberttown University" discovered a system of shortcuts and devices

which they used to reduce the amount of reading and writing they undertook

(for example, they "borrowed" other students' reports and rarely bothered

to proof -read papers) so that "... in the tug-of-war that goes on between

them and the instructors they seem to have more success in retaining the

standards of the secondary school than the instructors have in implementing

the official standards of the university" (Hall and Carlton: 240-241).

More generally,
although students have presumably always found ways of
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coping with heevy workloads, one is bound to wonder whether the apparent

lack of intellectual stimulation which many students associate with the

university experience may not be related, in part, to the high school

grade inflation which has tended to occur since the late 1960's (and

which presumably has allowed numbers of not-so-bright students into the

university system), and also to changes in academic rest rements and

expectations within the universities and colleges themselves. On the

impact of high school grade inflation, the four volume study by J.T. Davis

and others of Factors Influencing Student Enrolment, Performance and

Experience at York University (1977) provides evidence that there has been

a steady dvoline in the ability of York University undergraduates who have

attained over 70 per cent in their Grade 13 matriculation scores to achieve

grades of 'B' or higher in their university courses (Volume 4, passim).

On the impact of changing academic requirements and expectations within

the university, both Meyers' Calgary study and the York study make

reference to a tendency towards more liberal grading of students by

university staff (and that despite the perceived decline in the academic

abilities of the York students) and this tendency should, perhaps, be

seen as one aspect of the phenomenon that University of Toronto

sociologist John Lee has referred to as "failsafe education" (1976).

Feilsafe education is characterized by institutional attempts to e/imanotu

failure from the educational career -- by low university entrance require-

ments, a plethora of non compulsory courses, allowance for last-minute

wit`elrawal of failing students from courses, and course re-enrolment in

order to attain a higher grade -- and also by "cheating" as a common

student activity. For example, Lee suggests that the writing of an

identical paper for two or three courses is common amongst university

students (off. cit.: 44), and Meyers' survey indicates that a large
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proportion of the arts and science undergraduates at the University of

Calgary did not, in actuality, regard this action of "doubling" as

cheating (op. cit.: 238).

Thus, the few studies of the academic strategies which occur amongst

university and college students in the English-language uaiversitiee do

throw some light on one major aspect of campus life. However, it would

now be valuable to undertake one or more relatively large-scale research

projects which compare, for example, student attitudes and behaviour and

patterns of faculty-student interaction, in a variety of contrasting

institutional settings. More specifically, large-scale commuter univer-

sities such as York or Calgary do -- as the earlier comment from Meyers'

study indicates -- tend to be characterized by the relatively low parti-

cipation of their students in social activities on campus (for evidence

of low student participation in social activities at York, see Jansen,

1972). And again, one of the major findings of most freshmen/senior

attitude studies is that student attitude change at university tends to

be lower at commuter unirsities than at universities with large numbers

:.)f students living in residence (Harvey and Lennards, op. cit.: 34).

These findings suggEst that studies of the commuter universities should

he matched or paired with studies of those universities such as Queen's

cr Trent which, within the physical envir,:nment of the small city setting,

hive su'--ranti&I numbers of their students living in. Harvey and Lennards

are, as 1 have suggested, probably correct in arguing that substantial

variatiGns between the student clientele:, of different universities are

far less in Canada than in the United States: but one assumes, nevertheless,

that some variations do indeed exist.

One final word on another issue which the literature or student

activities has brought to my attention: namely, the existence of the
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hig'' level of student part- lme employment during term time and its impact

upon academic performance. In the Post-Secondary Student Survey cf 1974-

1975 it wss found that 28 per cent of full-time students were engaged an

;:art-time employment activities during term time (212.1. sit.: 54), and in

the Davis et. al. survey of full-time students at York University, 53 per

cent of the undergraduate respondents from the Arts Faculty stated that

they held part- ,me jobs during term time (Volume 3: 31-34). It is

difficult the majority of the students who take parr-tam_

jobs durin4 the academic year are motivated primarily by financial

considerations or, rather, whether they work because of a desire, at

least in the case of off-campus employment, to remove themselves from

the 'Ivory Tower' of the campus in order to exp,:raence th., world outsid,.

(an explanation which would be in line with Meyers' comments about their

"private sid,- of life"). Ir any event, it would clearly be interesting

lock furtnEr into this phenonLinon of part-time emp1=-nt, and seek

to understand the motivations behind it. By the same token, whilst

r. t American review of several surveys on student employment .indicates

that lc doec not adversely affect college grade point averages, there is

some U.S. :vidence that off-campus jobs, espec:ally if engaged in for

twenty hours a week or more, do have a negative impact on students'

persistence in their progrrilimes (Hood and Maplethorpe, 1980: 68).

Samalarlv, in the York survey, a substantial minority cf the lespondents

part-tim.: 'obs claimed that part-tame employment had a "very

negative effect" on their schoolwork, and 65 per cent mentioned acme

legatave effect (Volume 3: 31-32).

IV. The Academic Profession

As much cf our previous discussion has indicated, university-based

sccic,logists in English Canada do not seam very eager to look within their
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own backyards. This is evident in the case of research on higher

education organizations and student sub-cultures, and patently apparent

in the neglected research field of higher education as 6 profession.

It is true that organizational research mat: incorporate research on

the roles of academics within universities ana colleges -- for example,

the strain between professional and bureaucratic orientations, and the

t.nsion common to the roles of professional people in complex organizations

-- and, indeed, the cited study by R.S. Pannu (op.'cit.) is closely concerned

with this theme. However, such basic lines of sociological research as the

career patterns of academics, their status and styles of life, their

teaching and research orientations, their political persuasic- their

attitudes toward post-secondary expansion or contraction: none of these

have, with the notable exception of the issue of job mobility epp.e-tunities,

received any significant attention from the sociological community.

Much of what is known about the Canadian professoriate was summed up

in a twenty-page paper which Janet Scarfe and Edward Sheffield published

in 1977 (in Altbach, 1977). This paper points to the existence of a

limited number ef studies on such themes as the proportionate under-

representation of women in university posts (and particularly at the top),

the controversy over the "Canadianization" of the professoriate, fine

extent of the involvement of professors in political matters and, probable

m-st significant of all, the aging ef university and college faculties as

a result of the stabiliz,tion in hiring. However, since the Searle-

chef field paper was 'Published, Max von Zur-Muehlerli (1979 and 1980) has

krevaded some useful statistical insights Into the implications cf tte

changing age-structure of the Canadian academic cemarunity for such

matters as rates ef promotion a-d the future viability of academic
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pension plans. In a mere sociological vein, Linda Moffet has studied

occupational mobility amongst Ontario university teachers through the

use of large-scale questionnaire survey techniques (1980).

In my view, Mcffat's research represents probably the first major

attempt by a sociologist in English Canada to take a hard empiricll look

at a major aspect of academic life during a period of economic retrench-

ment. Her survey which consisted of a questionnaire sent out to a large

stratified sample of faculty members who had either left, or entered,

full-term employment in an Ontario university during the years 1974 and

1976, reveals that occupational mobility with /the Ontaric university

system is far from being static; but that,,nonetheless, a high prc,.rtion

of the movement of university teachers is concentrated at the bottom of

the system (hence the title of her report Room at the Bottom) as new

Ph.D.'s are offered a series of short-term non-tenure stream appointments

beyond which they cannot progress ( cit.: 190-191). This feature

academic life, well-known to those of us who are substantially engage" an

departmental administration as being a major cause of low morale and

high anxiety amongst junior colleagues, is a deeressing consequence both

of limited movement at the tep and of the tendency for the universities to

try to ease their economic ills through the creation of a pool ofshort-
'e\

term contract labour. It means, in essence, that "an academic careei\nc

longer exists 'or many young scholars though "a job" m;.ght.

however, it would :,T:,ear from Moffat's study that even "a job" at the

bottom of the acedemic hierarchy is relatively less accessible for

Canadian-trained Ph.D.'s than those with foreign doctorates. Thus, in

summirizing some of her research conclusions, Moffat observes that

... holders of foreign degrees are more li'ely to be given permanent

contracts in Ontario universities than are holders of Canadian degrees
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except Toronto degrees and ... Canadian origins confer no advantage to the

Incumbent, even when he or she holds a foreign degree. If Canadian Ph.D.'s

were not evaluated so negatively there would be no shortages of jobs" (off

cit.: 187). In her view, despite the recent official emphasis upon the

hiring of Canadians, the "old boy" personal hiring networks between

Canadian and foreign universities still persist.

Clearly, the aging of the Canadian professoriate, the creation of a,

pool of "academic circuit riders" at the bottom of the system, the obvious

decline in the morale Df many university and college teachers during the

current relative 12,..rd times; al.: Clese topics would constitute major

research areas for the sociologL:t. Possibly what we require is someone

with the combined abilities of A.H. Halsey and Martin Trow to undertake

a study of Canadian academics wftoch would correspond to the monumo al

sociological study, The Britich Academics, which these two scholars co-

authored and published in 1971. However, when Halsey and Trow began to

think about their book in 1963, they were interested to learn how

academics in'Britin might adaprthemselves and their institutions to a

oeriod of exparo.;,on and zedefiniticn of higher education (Halsey and

Trow, cit.: 25). If we were tc change the word "expansion" to

"contraction" In order to fit the mood of f-t-e 1980's, this question

y uld makt a good starting point for Canadian research.

V. Concluding Remarks

Despite the substantial length of this overview, I am aware of a

number of important topics in the sociology of higher education which

have received some attention from Anglophone sooicZog sts but which have

not been given serious consideration here. One such topic is the contro-

versici field of higher education ana Canadianization, including the

4,1
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various responses to the Symons Report. Another is the universities and

colleges' social role in the field of adult and continuing education which,

.although the subject /f some sociological research (including my own study

in Ontario, el4.51t1), still Offers.much scope for sociological investi-

gation. A third important field lies in the interlinkage between race,

ethnicity and participation in higher education -- an interlinkage which

has featured promiaently in the American literature, but which (with the

possible exception of the Anglophone-Francophone division) has received

rather limited attention from social scientists in English Canada.

However, on this latter theme, one should certainly make passing mention

of tiro of the published background studies prepared by the Commistion on

Post-Secondary Education in Ontario, one of which dealt with the post-
.

secondary educational opportunities of the Ontario Francophone population

(D'Costa, 1971) and the other with the post-secondary opportunities of

the Ontario Indian population (Environics Research Group, 1971). Further-

more, we have some evidence from the York University survey to the effect

that between 1969 and 1976 there was n very substantial proportionate

increase in the.; numbers of Canadian students of non-Pettish ethnic

origin -- and particularly of non-Suropean origin -- entering Yqrk

(Davis, Volume 3: 3-4). This finding suggests that, in the large

metropolitan centres, the universities are increasingly becoming the

route through which the first and second generation non-British immigrants

of the past three decades are attempting to move into the 00per levels of

Canadian occupational and class structure.

In a parting shot, let ne attempt to offer a number of reasons why,

with the exception of the field of higher education and stratification,

---
Engl's12 language sociological research on higher education in this

country is not very advanced. One reason is rrobably that the entrench-

4
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Rent of sociology in the Canadian universities only took place after the

Second World War, and by the time that there was a substantial body of

sociologists employed within English Canadian institutions of higher

learning -- that is, by the late 1960's -- the universities and colleges
t

were already losing their erstwhile high profile with governments and

publics, and did not appear to offer the same opportunities for research,

nor the research dollars, as such trendy Canadian themes as ethnic

relations, multiculturalism any more: recently, social gerontology.

Another, more general, reason is that Canadian'sociological research

on higher education is subject to the same limitations on institutional

and financial support which exist here for any kind of research on

higher education: for example, with the possible exception of the

A.U.C.C., there are a lack of Supporting organizations equivalent to

the College Entrance Examination Board, The Ford Foundation and The

Carnegie Foundation, all of which have played vital roles in the sponsor-

ship of American research in the field. Third, there is the old bugbear

of provincial control of education which, because of the nature of pro-

vincial government funding for oducationel research, tends to encourage

some research within provinces, but not much between them. Finally, as

some of my earlier comments indicate, I do not think that ..any Canadian

sociologists consider the institutions with which most of them work to

be appropriate -- or 'safe' -- topics for study. Furthermore, since it

is very rere for them to have received a specific graduate education in

the "sociology of higher eaucation" field, or to have worked in a setting

where groups of sociologists devote their time to higher education research,

it re.;ht be said that any of them do not have a "mental set" which

inclines them to work in the field.

4 t

R.N. Pike
Queen's University
16 April 1981



Footnotes

1. Thus, the review does not include reference to English-language

studies of higher education in Quebec unleLs these are part of

a national study.

2. This suspicion is reasonably founded upon the fact that sociologists,

in Quebec are far acre likely than those in English Canada to be

employed by government: for example, in 1969,23 per cent of Franco-

phone sociologists belonging to the Canadian Sociology and Anthropology

Association reported employment by government compared with only

3 per cent of AnOlophone sociologists (Forcese and Richer, 1975: 461).

Differences between sociology and sociologists in Quebec and English

Canada are wall reviewed in the Forcese and Richer paper.

3. Parts of this section constitute a modified version of some observations

contained in my recent paper "Education, "lass and Power in Canada"

(1980).

4. The social class categories referred to here are based upon the

Blishen occupational scale. Students whose fathers are employed

mainly in professional and managerial occupations are classified by

Porter et. al. as "high social class" or "high socio - economic status";

those whose fathers are second level managerial, lower paid professionals,

salesmen, skilled workers, etc., are classified as "medium social class"

or "medium socio-economic status"; those whose fathers arc semi-skilled

and unskilled manual workers and farmers are classified as "low soci,11

class" or "low socio- economic status' (Porter, 1979: 32-33). The

Blishen occupational scale correlates highly with income level and

occupational prestige.

5 Their studies tend to stress the importance of family influence in

helping to form young people's educational aspirations and expectations.

6. Also very relevant are the three surveys of public attitudes toward

education in Ontario carried out in 1978, 1979 and 1980 by

D.N. Livingstone and D.J. Hart of the Ontario Institute for Studies

in Education. For example, the most recent of these studies indicates

that the vast majority of the respondents would like to see total

educational expenditures at least keep up with inflation, and that

there may have been some decline over time in the numbers of Ontario

residents opposed to any increases'at all in educational spending

(Livingstone and Hart, 1980: 11)._454-iiver, a high proportion of

respondents -- 58 p6r cent of the total, but only 42 per cent of

those with univereity qualifications -- would like to see the Ontario

universities become "more job-related" than they are at present (51.t.

cit.: 31).

7. The example is mine, not Hartmann's.
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